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It is truly with sadness that I heard the news of Carl’s passing, im taking some Holiday to sort out 

some personal things so this is merely a draft.  I haven’t had chance to look at my e-mails or check 

up on forums, this is just some preliminary thoughts on a man who I counted as one of my few 

“true”  instructors. A man who changed my life not only in terms of technique but in thought and 

deed with his philosophy and life experience. Along with others on the same path he helped shape 

the person I am today, there was so much more if you scratched the surface, so much knowledge 

and experience left untold.  

Carl Cestari is known by many to have been the premier expert on World War Two Combatives but 

there was so much more than that, in this brief article I will try to explain more about the Man, his 

mission and his life. It could never be a full retelling, there are many in America who knew him far 

better than I - here I can only attempt to pay my respects by sharing some of the things he himself 

told me or things I found out for myself. 

All the best, 

 

 

Phil M 
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 Carl P. Cestari was born in Coventry, England to an American Serviceman and an English mother, the 

serviceman was of Italian heritage and descent. Although he was not quite a baby when he was 

brought to New York Carl himself thought his nationality to be American first and Italian second. 

The young Cestari grew up amongst a close knit family, for the Italian Americans family was the most 

important thing in life. The reason to get up in the mornings, to work to earn the daily bread, the 

central part of life. He had many Uncles who influenced him in many ways, life was not easy for 

some of the Americans of Italian descent. In many ways there were obstacles set against them, 

simply put these were racial, societal and political.  

Italian Americans had to look hard to find work open to them, the area’s they were forced to live in 

meant they often had to fight to keep their liveihoods and provide for their family’s. Carl’s tales of 

his Uncles Sal and Emile had relevance not only to training but also (and more importantly) in life. 

Fighting to survive was something that Carl learned early on in his life, from early instruction with his 

family he recognised that that the Martial Arts were not only worthy but necessary of both study 

and practice. His Uncles and his father had trained formally in the then rare Martial Arts schools, in 

the Armed Forces and “learning by doing” in real life. This was without doubt where Carl’s love of 

practicality in technique sprang from, he later shared some of his family’s tales with some of his 

friends and helped educate and inform a new generation. 

His first Martial Arts instruction was like for many of us the art of Judo, in this he began a life long 

affiliation in both sporting and “old school” styles but as time passed he branched out to study many 

other arts. 

His first Judo instructor was a former serviceman who had been taught “Judo” during his time in the 

armed forces, Carl was around eight or nine at the time. The school was in a small apartment above 

the Instructors Television repair shop, this suited Carl as it close to the Caestari family residence. An 

interesting point related to me by Carl was that when they visited another Judo school in New Jersey 

his teacher forgo to wear his usual Black Belt and instead wore a brown belt. This other school 

impressed Carl greatly not only in terms of technique but also in opportunities of training. He 

enrolled and became a student of Judo and Shukokai Karate, later on he became one of the highest 

graded students of the famous Japanese Instructor  YoshisadaYonezuka. 

Carl’s study and practice of the Martial Arts stretched through the whole of his life, he studied 

unarmed arts such as Boxing, Wrestling, Sombo, Karate, Kung Fu, Savate, Kick Boxing and many 

types of armed combat disciplines. Not only were the techniques studied but also the psychology, 

history and context were thoroughly explored by him. This study wasn’t limited to the popular 

Eastern Traditions, he also did a lot of research into Western Pugilism and early forms of Western 

Martial Traditions. Later he would claim all this was to help him later when he was working as  an 

Officer for the Roselle Park Police Department. 



“Hot” Burglary’s (armed suspects still on scene), Bar brawls and other violent offences were the 

normal run of the mill in Carl’s line of work – at this time he was training hard and heavy in both the 

Martial Arts and on the Weights.  

 

Carl Cestari and Col. Applegate 

The above picture shows a young, fit Carl Cestari in the early 1980’s. He was in the peak of his 

physical condition, he was strong and he was skilled. He didn’t find this to be enough in his line of 

work though, his lessons were learned from experience. 

According to Carl a particularly violent bar brawl had been called in during his shift, he and his Police 

partner were the first Law Enforcement Officers to respond. When they attended they found the 

entire Bar had erupted into brutal fighting, Carl and his partner tried to sort out and separate the 

fighters and the non-combatants. He had his Martial Arts skills but his partner was the archetypal 

sterotype of the “doughnut eating”  Police Officer. 

As Carl later related  he was sweating and his uniform shirt in tatters by the time he was finished, his 

partner on the other hand was an “overweight, older guy with his cigarette hanging lazliy from his 

mouth” and not only had his “uniform intact but had barely broken a sweat”.  

Carl couldn’t understand how with his many years of training his partner had not only “taken care” 

of more opponents than him but that he was unscathed. Talks later opened up the fact that the man 

was trained in close combat during World War Two as a draftee. He recommended a book on Close 

Combat for the Seebee’s (American Combat Engineers) which Carl obtained and read intensely. 

This then began his search for information on ‘real deal’ close combat instruction, he had learned a 

lot from the Martial Arts but in the 1970’s he started to try and learn from people who had not only 

been trained in but had been in situations which neccesitated Close Quarter Techniques.  

He met a lot of people, veterans who had served in Special Forces during World War Two and “small 

wars”, both students and Instructors. He also trained with “Martial Arts” instructors such as Kuhl,  

Steiner and Sirangano who had realised that the Combat Arts were no longer combat orientated. He 



also began collecting the paperwork and books of close combat, not only from World War Two but 

from all era’s and regions. I was fortunate enough to once be invited to visit his library which was 

filled with all types of matirial, truly my own collection is insignificant compared to his. 

It was shortly after the bar brawl situation that Carl found a man named Robert Kasper (ex USMC) 

who also trained at the Cranford School, the two of them had both found each other to be hard 

training individuals. They were more concerned with techniques that worked in real life as opposed 

to art, they also found each other sympathetic to the others search. It was in this way that they 

found the former USMC Self Defence Intructor Charles Nelson and began training with him. 

Training with Charlie began with the usual opening of surprise or disbelief that such a slight man 

could teach effective means of self protection. The gambit of “attack me with this knife” surprised 

them, not as much however as the “spit in the face and stomp” counter they received. They signed 

up for lessons there and then, in the Irish bar close to the Nelson School they talked and both 

understood immediatley that they had found a real “street”  teacher. 

Both Carl and Bob trained with Charlie and learned his methods, they also met many of Nelsons top 

students that were in attendance. Later on they created their own training company which they 

termed “Personal Survival Tactics” 

 

 

Both Carl and Bob were working full time but had a lot of fun teaching some of their courses, they 

travelled throughout the length and bredth of their country teaching interested groups and 

individuals. 

Some of the tales are amusing such as the time they rappelled (abseiled) from a high point of a Hotel 

only to find an unseeing Patrol Officer wandering about in the location they wanted to land in (the 

tossed smoke grenade might have had something to do with this!). 



Others such as the one shown below show a scene which didn’t have such amusing consequences, 

whilst taking the photo’s an unknown desert sniper attempted shots at them both… 

 

 

Both Carl and Bob wrote a number of articles for some of the burgeoning publications that had 

started to appear in the late 1970’s and 1980’s. A picture from one is shown below, Bob and Carl 

later went their own ways but Bob (amongst other things) became a leading contributer to “Tactical 

Knives” magazine. 

 

Carl and Bob – Late 1970’s 

 

In the early 1980’s Carl produced a video training package on close combat with some of his 

students which was sold privately, too early for it’s time it later became highly sought after.  



 

Time went on and Carl continued to train, research and study, he would also work various jobs in 

security where his techniques and tactics were further refined. 

A number of years passed in this manner, Carl restablished his training group and helped a number 

of people learn Close Combat techniques. At first by word of mouth many people from inside the 

United States would travel to train with him, many persons from other countries would also. Many 

former members of the Nelson school such as Paul Gerasimchyk, Ralph Grasso, Tony Blandino and Al 

Tino also formed the core membership of the “basement crew”. 

 

Carl and some of the Basement Crew with Kelly Yeaton 

Training in Carl’s basement (what was later to be called “the dungeon”) many lifelong friendships 

were forged, it was around this time that a young Taekwondo practioner began training with them – 

his name was Clint Sporman.  This mans hunger for knowledge and training soon made him a close 

friend and training partner. 



 

Clint Sporman, Col. Applegate and Carl Cestari 

Coming back into the public eye wasn’t Carl’s intention, he was still researching and training and 

trying to live the quiet life. The evolution of the Internet made it inevitable however. 

In the late 1990’s a number of individuals around the world were searching out methods of practical 

close combat technique. Many had independently reached the same conclusions, they believed that 

the battlefield tested techniques of World War Two were not merely workable but eminently 

suitable due to physical and psychological factors. On bulletin boards and Internet discussion groups 

they met one another, they got along and information was shared. 

Throughout all this time Paul G and Ralph shared their knowledge of Carl’s system to interested 

persons, not only in terms of techniques but also that of mindset. Video’s were copied and sent to 

some selected people around the world who were too far to train with them, some of these people 

would later be known as the  “Wolfpack”.  

This term was given to them by a disgruntled troll on a long forgotten Internet forum, simply put it 

was (and still is) a number of like minded friends. Membership isn’t often given out but it has been 

revoked. 

Interest snowballed when Carl himself was found posting on Internet Bulletin Boards, sharing his 

thoughts on life, close combat and the history of combatives they were gems of wisdom that were 

treasured by many of the people who read them.  

The many questions and askances for explanation almost overwhelmed the man, many of the things 

he believed to be important could not easily be conveyed via the Internet medium. Looking to his 

friends and students he announced he would run a seminar in New York and would there be 

interest? 

There was! 

The seminar at Kean University in 2002 was attended by a great number of interested persons, not 

only from throughout the United States but from across the World. We met, trained hard and ate 

together, that was a week that changed my life. He brought us together. 



A seminar the following year was also well attended but this was the last of Carl’s public seminar’s. 

A website was constructed by James Sass to preserve some of Carl’s thoughts, this was later taken 

on by Clint Sporman. It’s address is www.gutterfighting.org and I thoroughly recommend it. 

An article with BlackBelt magazine also followed but Carl’s thoughts were eleswhere. 

 

He still trained and researched but his health was not always the best as he had developed diabetes. 

Problems with circulation meant that some of his fingers had to be amputated and this further 

complicated his training. 

The internet forums that he had frequented lost their appeal to him as more “experts” jumped on 

the bandwagon, for the most part the Wolfpack were of the same mind. Carl still posted messages 

and thoughts to them via private forums and e-mails but the focus was now different. I have 

included one of these posts later. 

As the years passed his health became progressively worse and he not only found himself having to 

deal with diabetes but also cancer. Throughout his treatment he still found time to write a forward 

to the recently republished Nelson manuals and managed to finish these. Although further surgeries 

followed and his mindset and determination kept him alive for far longer than the Doctor’s  

predicted, Carl finally lost that battle on the 23
rd

 of July 2007. 

Carl is survived by his wife Carol, my deepest sympathies and condolences go out to her. 

The Cestari system has now been passed on and is headed by his protoge Clint Sporman, I know that 

he will keep it in the best possible tradition. 

 



 

Cestari, Lagana, Sporman 

As I’ve hinted throughout this writing there was a lot more to Carl Cestari than just being a talented 

(some would say gifted) technical performer. I really learned a lot about life and people through him. 

 In terms of Combatives I learned through Carl how to recognise quality instruction and quality 

people, looking beyond the surface sometimes but still finding the gold. I learned a lot more also. 

Carl Cestari’s legacy will not be forgotten. 

God speed my friend. 

Phil 
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Addendum: 

 

The following is an article which Carl wrote for the Wolfpack late in 2004, the picture is taken from 

the first Keane seminar. There’s a lot to recommend in Carl’s writings and a printed copy of this 

article has stayed on my wall ever since it was first read – live well.  

Phil 

 



 

Man proposes.............God disposes 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

 

So here I sit waiting for the plumber to arrive and replace my hot water heater. That was my 

"wonderful" Christmas surprise! 

 

A basement full of water and a useless hot water heater, ON a holiday weekend no less. Thank you 

very much..................... 

 

Could be worse I guess, at least my loved ones and I weren't swept out to sea by a 

Tsunami........................... 

 

Another year out of life's journey is coming to a close. 365 "chances" to DO SOMETHING besides 

simply drawing closer to the boneyard. What have YOU done with your THREE HUNDRED and SIXTY 

FIVE individual chances? 

 



Are you BETTER for the experiences of this past year? Or have you just tread water? Have you 

climbed out of a rut? At least attempted to do so? Or have you allowed yourself to be dug in 

DEEPER? 

 

Are you content with your lot? Have you pushed yourself in some REGARD, in some way, shape or 

form? Have you learned something, ANYTHING of value?  

 

Are you "better" NOW than you were a YEAR ago on this date? 

 

Give some thought to these things this week as we draw a close to another "year of life".  

 

It will ALL be used up and GONE before you know it. Or want it to be. 

 

A year from NOW these same questions will be asked, they will still be there. The only difference 

being that ANOTHER year will have slipped thru your fingers. Will you be "better" then?  

 

Or just ANOTHER year older?  

 

Edited by: C Cestari at: 12/27/04 9:11 am 

 

 


